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Case and proto-Arabic,PartI1
JONATHAN OWENS

BayreuthUniversity

It is a fundamentalpoint of comparativeand historicallinguisticsthat genealogical affiliationcan only be establishedon the basis of concrete linguistic
features,the more central the feature the more importantfor classificatory
purposes.While thereis no absoluteconsensusabout how a centrallinguistic
featurebe identified,it can be takenas axiomaticthat long-termreconstruction
andclassificationrestsmost fundamentallyon phonologicalandmorphological
criteria.Of these two, Hetzron(1976b)has arguedthat it is the morphological
whichis the most importantbecausemorphologyrepresentsthe level of grammarthat is both morecomplexand more arbitraryin the sensethat the soundmeaningdyad has no naturalbasis. Preciselythis arbitrarinessensuresthat
morphologicalcorrespondencesare relativelyunlikelyto be due to chance.
Though Hetzron'sprinciplesof genetic classificationare surely coloured
by his experiencein comparativeSemitic and Afroasiatic,where there are
strikingmorphologicalcorrespondencesto be found betweenlanguageswidely
separatedboth geographicallyand diachronically(see 2 below), his principle
of morphologicalprecedence,as it can be dubbed,may be taken as a general
workinghypothesis.Unquestionably,morphologicalcase belongs potentially
to the basic morphologicalelementsof a language.Whethermorphological
case belongsto the basic elementsof a languagefamilyis, of course,a question
requiringthe applicationof the comparativemethod. In Niger-Congo, for
example,case apparentlydoes not belong to the proto-language,2whereasin
Indo-Europeanit is a key elementof the proto-language(Antilla, 1972:366).
In Afroasiatic, to which Arabic belongs, the status of case in the protolanguageis, as yet, undecided.None the less, the assumptionof a case system
within at least some branchesof the language family, Semitic in particular
(Moscati et al., 1980), has had consequences both for the conceptualization of

relationswithin Semiticand for the reconstructionof the proto-languagefor
the entire family. Given the as yet uncertainstatus of morphologicalcase at
the phylumlevel, I believe a criticalappraisalof its status at all genealogical
levels to be appropriate.Within this perspectiveI seek here to elucidatethe
interplay between case conceptualizationand the reconstructionof one
proto-variety,namelyArabic.Given the importanceof ArabicwithinSemitic,
conclusionsreachedregardingthis languagewill have consequencesfor the
sub-familyand beyond, as I will attemptto show.
The paperconsists of five parts. Sections 1-3 appearin Part I, sections4,
5 in Part II. In section 1, I set the stage by reviewingthe basic genealogical
conceptswhichhave been employedto describethe evolutionof Arabic-Old
Arabic, Altarabisch,Neuarabischand the like. In section 2, I brieflyreview
the status of case in the variousbranchesof Afroasiatic.Here it will be seen
that a case system is not self-evidentlya propertyof the entire phylum. In
section 3, I turn to case in Classical Arabic, inter alia considering the descriptive

work of Sibawaih,who, I believe,was instrumentalin definingthe natureof
1I would like to thank Mauro Tosco for his stimulating comments of an earlier version of
this paper, and for being an agreeable critic to disagree with.
2 In an overview of Niger-Congo languages edited by Bendor-Samuel of the ten or so NigerCongo families, only the Ijoid languages appear to have some case marking (1990: 115). My
colleagues at Bayreuth, Gudrun Miehe and Carl Hoffman, both with long experience in NigerCongo, inform me that it is very unlikely that case belongs to the proto-language.
? School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 1998
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ClassicalArabic. Finally, in sections4 and 5 I considerthe evidencefor case
in the modem Arabicdialects,addressingin particularthe questionof whether
the dialects should be seen as being the offspringof a case-bearingvariety,
and if not, whethercaselessvarietiesare innovativeor go back to a caseless
form of proto-Semitic.
1. Proto-Arabic and its problems

Proto-Arabichas yet to be adequatelyconceptualized,eitherby Arabicistsor
by Semiticists.A basic explanationfor this, I believe,is the failureto drawthe
modem dialects into any meaningfulattempt to reconstructproto-Arabic.
Threereasonsplay a role in this failure.The firsthas to do with the relationship
betweenClassicalArabic and the modem dialects,in particular,the fact that
the modem dialectshave no officiallegitimizationin the Arabicworld. To set
the two on an equivalentbasis, which is what a dispassionatecomparativist
accountmust do (see PartII, sections4, 5), could be interpretedas callinginto
questionthe asymmetricdiglossicrelationship(Ferguson,1959a)betweenthe
high Classical(or ModernStandard)varietyand the low dialect.
A second reason, I think, is based on the fact that the oldest detailed
accountsof ClassicalArabic are undeniablyolder, by a range of some 1,000
years,than any detailedaccountsof the dialects.Coupledwith this, to anticipate the thirdpoint, is the assumedgreatercomplexityof the Classicallanguage
relativeto the dialects(see e.g. Ferguson1959a).3Linkingthese two perspectives, it is a relativelyeasy step to interpretthe moderndialectsas the simplified
or evenbastardizedoffspringof an older,moreperfectClassicalvariety(Mahdi,
1984: 37).4

A thirdreason,relatedto the second,I believeis simplyone of convenience.
The Classicallanguageoffersa ready-madestartingpoint for the summaryof
the history of Arabic. Fiick's prestigiousArabiyaoffers a history of Arabic
(subtitle, Untersuchungen zur arabischen Sprach- und Stilgeschichte [my

emphasis])which starts with the literarylanguage and makes little serious
attemptto incorporatedialectmaterial(howeverdefined,see Spitaler'sreview
of 1953).

Takingthese three perspectivesin order criticallyand beginningwith the
first, while comparingthe dialects with the Classicallanguage on an equal
footing would be relativelyuncontroversialamong most (perhaps not all)
linguists,the comparisonis likely to be misunderstoodby many for cultural
reasons,whereit may well be assumedthat a declarationof linguistequivalence
(as it were) is tantamountto a statementof cultural and political equality
betweenthe dialectsand the classicallanguage.Logically,however,linguistic
reconstructionis independentof culturaland politicalconsiderations.
Turningto the secondpoint, it is clear that the relativetime of diachronic
reconstructionis whatcomparativistsworkwith, ratherthan the absolutetime
of the Gregoriancalendar.In terms of absolute time the earliest, extensive
3 Sections 7 and 9 of Ferguson's classic article on
diglossia, where he seeks to prove the greater
grammatical and phonological complexity of the high as opposed to the low varieties is surely
the weakest part of his characterization of diglossia. In Arabic there can be found instances where
modem dialects have equally or more complex structures than the classical language.
4 Mahdi admonishes us to
study the dialects in order that the negative influences (sicknesses,
amrad) of the dialect on the standard language (fushd) be eradicated. That is, one studies the
dialects not to shed light on the Arabic language as a whole, but, rather to purify the standard.
Where Chejne's (1969) 'The Arabic language' mentions the dialects it is often in a derogatory
context (e.g., p. 84), though the discussion of language policy in the final chapters is somewhat
balanced.
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sourcesof ClassicalArabic date from the seventhor eighth centuries.5These
are far younger than the earliest sources for Akkadian, dating from about
2,500 B.C. No Semiticist,however,would arguethat Akkadianthereforemust
be assumedto representthe earlieststate of the Semiticlanguages.What is
criterialis the relative time scale that emergesfrom the applicationof the
comparativemethod, which shows, inter alia, that the younger (in absolute
terms)Arabiclanguagecontainsan older inventoryof phonologicalelements
(e.g. a completeset of differentiatedemphaticcorrespondences,Moscatiet al.,
1980:24) thandoes the olderAkkadian.Relativeto the ur-Semiticphonological
inventoryone can say that Arabicis 'older' (in the sensethat it has preserved
older traits) than Akkadian.An analogous argumentapplies in principleto
any comparisonbetween the modern dialects and the classical language:a
priori(i.e. prior to the applicationof the comparativemethod and/or internal
reconstruction)one does not know whethera given trait in a dialectis 'older'
(in relative terms), 'younger' or 'equivalent' to a comparabletrait in the
classicallanguage.
Finally,consideringthe thirdpoint,convenienceis no substitutefor consistent applicationof a well-testedmethodology.Just why few serious attempts
have been made to reconstructproto-Arabicis a questionfor the historianof
Arabic and Semitic studies.6One reason, I suspect, is the (understandable)
preferenceamongphilologistsfor the writtenword (ClassicalArabic)over the
spoken (dialects).What is not written is not fully legitimate.Linguisticallyorientatedcomparativestudies of Arabic, and more generallyoriental and
Islamicstudies,for the first half of this centuryhave tendedto be dominated
by philologists.7In recent years, since c. 1960, there has been a remarkable
growth of interestin modem dialectaland sociolinguisticaspects of Arabic
(see e.g. part 2, 1987 of the journalAl-'Arabiyya).These, however,have been
largely restrictedto descriptiveand so-called theoreticallinguistics,to the
exclusionof comparativeperspectives.
With these preliminarypoints in mind, it is time to turn to a summaryof
the conceptswhichhave been used to characterizeArabicin diachronicterms.
1.1. Arabic, Old and New

The most frequentlyused terms to differentiatethe main varietiesof Arabic
are Old Arabic (OA) and Neo-Arabic(NA). The terminologyis particularly
widespreadin Germanscholarship(Altarabischvs. Neuarabisch).The values
5 I would leave open the question of whether one should place the earliest attestations of
Classical Arabic in the seventh or eighth century. One potential source, the eighth-century papyri,
is probably too fragmentary for use to reconstruct a complete grammar, while a second, the
Quran, besides being stylistically unique, is associated with a range of problems (absolute dating
of oldest extant text, the variant readings) which renders its inclusion in the present study
impractical. Barring full-scale studies of these sources, I believe it legitimate for two reasons,
when referring to Classical Arabic, to concentrate on the variety described by Sibawaih. First,
Sibawaih is unequivocally datable to the second half of the eighth century, and secondly, the
variety he describes easily surpasses in detail any other early sources, effectively establishing a
standard by which other varieties, both earlier and later, are measurable. None the less, given the
open questions related to pre-Sibawaihan Arabic, I will continue to refer to Classical Arabic (or,
as defined in Part II, section 5, Old Arabic) as the variety attested in the seventh and
eighth centuries.
6 One of the few explicit attempts is Cowan (1960). As this concentrates exclusively on
phonology it is not directly relevant to the present study.
7 I think this prejudice is betrayed, for instance, in Brockelmann's (1982 [1908]: 6) contention
that Akkadian is the oldest independent Semitic language. It is undeniably the oldest one attested
in writing. There is, however, no way of proving that it is older than proto-Arabic or protoEthiopic (as opposed to an undifferentiated proto-West Semitic such as Brockelmann assumes).
On comparative grounds, Diakonoff (1988: 24) assumes a dialectal differentiation of Semitic as
early as 4,000-5,000 B.C., which would give adequate time for a differentiated ancestor of Arabic
to have arisen, parallel to Akkadian.
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which these terms take vary from scholar to scholar and context to context.
Old Arabic, for instance, may designate the old pre-Islamic languages/dialects
of the Arabian peninsula known through epigraphic inscriptions (Mtiller, 1982).
More commonly, Old Arabic designates a variety attested in old texts and
opposed to Neo-Arabic, which minimally includes the modern dialects. This
opposition, however, is developed in different ways. Brockelmann (1982 [1908])
appears to restrict Neuarabisch to actually attested contemporary dialects. On
the other hand, his Altarabisch encompasses three distinct sub-varieties, the
classical language of poetry, quranic Arabic, and the old Arabic dialects (1982:
23). 'Alt' and 'neu' for Brockelmann are thus largely objects datable by
absolute time. Given his suspicion of proto-Semitic as a concrete entity (1982:
4), it is not surprising that Brockelmann made no attempt to link the two
varieties in a single systematic entity.
For Blau (1981, 1988), Old and Neo-Arabic are given a more concrete
linguistic characterization, designating linguistic types.8 Blau suggests a number
of contrasts between the two, the most important probably being the presence
of case in Old Arabic and its lack in Neo-Arabic (see also Flick, 1950: 2; see
sections 2, 4). On the basis of the linguistic differences, Blau takes an important
methodological step in reading an historical dimension into the typological
differences. Elements of the neo-Arabic type can be discerned in various types
of early writing, dating from as early as the eighth century. On the basis of
these older texts Blau develops a three-fold model for the development of
Arabic, Old Arabic, more or less coterminous with the Classical language,
Middle Arabic, the language of the older texts which deviates from Old Arabic,
and Neo-Arabic, the final phase in the development where, as it were, the
mixed nature of Middle Arabic (some old elements, some new) gives way fully
to the situation found in today's dialects. Middle and Neo-Arabic developed
linearly out of Old Arabic because of the loss of classical elements under the
pressure of the rapid expansion and urbanization of Arab culture in the Islamic
period (Fiick, 1950: 5 ff.).
Both Brockelmann and Blau anchor their models in Old Arabic, a variety
whose features are fixed and stable and which provides the starting point for
the development of their analysis of Arabic. A very different approach is taken
by Corriente (1976).9 For him Classical Arabic is itself the endpoint of a
development within the complex of varieties of Old Arabic is itself the endpoint
of a development within the complex of varieties of Old Arabic (also Rabin,
1955). Its crystallization in the late eighth century was determined '... by native
grammarians whose main concern was to set up a standardized, sociolinguistically biased type of Arabic for formal register purposes, i.e. Al'Arabiyya' (1976: 62). Although one can take issue with the mechanistic role
of the grammarians in this characterization (see 3.2)-their work after all
reflected trends in the society as a whole-this summary does I believe correctly
describe one of the important effects of the grammarians' work. Corriente
adduces many examples supporting the contention that Classical Arabic, the
fushd, is itself the result of a filtering process whereby variation is classified,
pared and brought within manageable bounds. If Classical Arabic is a welldefined variety, it has its origins in varieties which are not. Since my own

8 Blau's concept of Old and Neo-Arabic is taken over more or less intact by Fischer (1982: 83
ff.), see Part II, 4.2.
9A diachronic, yet neutral usage of the term Old Arabic can be noted where Blanc (1964: 183,
n.8) uses the term to refer to the putative ancestor of the moder dialects. With Blanc the term
is, so to speak, an article of faith, as he does not attempt to give it any linguistic content.
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position expandson Corriente's,I will leave documentationof Corrientetill
section 3.1, whereClassicalArabicis treatedin greaterdetail.
As a corollaryto Corriente'sideas, I would add that it is no contradiction
to see the modem dialectsas developingout of the same materialas did the
classicallanguage.
1.2. Related ideas

A numberof scholarshave contributedto the discussionof the relationship
betweenOld and Neo-Arabicwithoutreferringspecificallyto it in such terms.
Ferguson's (1959b) contributionin fact antedates the work of Blau and
Corriente,and may well have served as a methodologicalmodel for Blau's
work in particular.Ferguson,like Blau, takingClassicalArabicas an anchor,
argued that the modem dialects formed a homogeneous contrast to the
Classicallanguage.The modem dialectswere said to have arisenin the form
of a koinethattook shapein the militarycampsof the originalArabconquerers
in the periodof Islamicexpansion.This elegantlysimpleidea raninto problems
as moreworkwas done on Arabicdialects,and it becameclearthatthe dialects
themselvesdifferprobablyas much amongsteach other as they do from the
Classicallanguage(see e.g. Kaye, 1976 and PartII, section4 of this paper).10
A work which took a philologicalperspectivea diachronicstep deeperis
Diem's (1973)studyof case endingsin the Arabicwordsfound in the Aramaic
inscriptionsof the Arabs of Nabataeain southernJordan,dating from about
100 B.C.11Diem shows that Arabic personalnames found in the inscriptions
did not show traces of a living case system. If Diem's interpretationof the
data is correct,and Blau himselfdoes not explicitlyrefuteit (1988: 11 ff.), it
would mean that the oldest writtenevidenceof Arabic is characterizedby a
linguistic trait, the lack of case endings, which is otherwise said to be a
characteristicpar excellenceof Neo-Arabic(see 2.2).
I will make referenceto these two perspectivesin the following,Ferguson
implicitly for the methodology in section 4 and Diem for the purported
antiquityof Arabiccase inflection.
1.3. An impasse

Summingup this section,by andlargetherearetwo opposedconceptualizations
of the status of Old and Neo-Arabic.The one sees the classicallanguageas
eitheridenticalwith Old Arabic,or closely relatedto it-for example,one of
its representatives.Neo-Arabicdevelopedout of Old Arabicvia a processof
simplification(see4.2). A secondseesthe classicallanguageas itselfthe product
of evolutionaryforces within Old Arabic, and developingfurtherin ways I
will specifyin sections3-5.
An obvious problemwith the first perspectiveis the undeniablefact that
ClassicalArabic in its most detailed single account, that of Sibawaih,was
characterizedby a good deal of internalvariation(see section 3). I hesitateto
speak of Old Arabic dialectshere (pace Rabin, 1951), as this prejudgesand
pre-categorizesthe many attestedvariantforms in ways not necessarilyintended by Sibawaihand otherearlygrammarians(e.g. Farra').l2In any case, Blau
10

A more recent work which uses the classical language as the first anchor is Versteegh's
(1984) attempt to derive the modem dialects from the classical language, via a pidginization stage
(see Owens, 1989, for criticisms). A number of writers who examine the linguistic history of
Arabic assume positions which I criticize here. Garbell (1958), for example, follows Fuck in using
Classical Arabic as the initial anchor in Arabic diachrony.
11The Nabataean Arabs used Aramaic as their literary variety.
12
This is not to gainsay the invaluable work of Kofler (1940), Rabin (1951) and others. None
the less, I know of no critical studies which link the many attested linguistic variants noted by
the Arabic grammarians to the conceptual terminology by which these same grammarians
understood these forms. A variant form in Sibawaih most likely has a different status from a
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tendsto assumethattherewas a single'Arabiyyawhichwas largelycoterminous
with the languageof the Bedouins.It is not completelyclearhow Blau would
integratethis internalvariationinto his developmentalmodel. Fischer(1995)
providesa more explicitmodel than Blau. He draws a contrastbetweenOld
Arabic,by whichClassicalArabicis understood,and Old Arabicdialects.The
moder dialects are the offspring of Old Arabic dialects, not of Classical
Arabic. The difficultywith this formulationis that it fails to explain the
overwhelmingsimilaritieswhich are found betweenClassicalArabic and the
modem dialects (and by implication,between ClassicalArabic and the Old
Arabic dialects). Deriving the moder dialects from the Classicallanguage,
pace Blau, avoids the anomalyproducedin Fischer'smodel (see 4.2).
Probably the most prominentdifferencebetween Old Arabic, however
definedin the past literature,and moder dialects,the one at the head of the
differentiatinglist (Fiick, 1950:2; Blau, 1988:2; Fischer, 1982:83), is the case
and mode inflectionalsystem.It is thus time to turnto a detailedconsideration
of this phenomenonin the debateabout the relationshipbetweenOld Arabic,
proto-Arabicand the moder dialects. I will concentrateexclusivelyon the
centralfeatureof Arabiccase marking,short-vowelnominalinflection.
2. Case in the Afroasiatic phylum

The phylic unity of Afroasiaticrests on strikingcorrespondencesfound in all
branchesof the phylumwithin the verbaland pronominalsystems.Personal
markers(in pronounsand/or verbs),for instance,in -k 'second person' (sg.
and pl.), -nV' lp.' (m in Chadic),s s' thirdperson', a secondand thirdperson
pluralformedfromthe consonantalpersonmarker+ u + (nasal)(nasallacking
in Chadic)arefoundin all branches.Verbconjugationsdifferentiatedaccording
to prefixingand suffixingclasses (in variousdistributions)are found in three
of the branches,Semitic,Cushiticand Berber,while the other two, Egyptian
(suffixonly) and Chadic(prefixonly) haveconjugationswith clearcorrespondencesto one or the other(see e.g. R6ssler, 1950;Voigt, 1987;Diakonoff, 1988).
It is thereforeequally strikingthat only two of the five13 branches,Semitic
and Cushitic,have languageswith morphologicalcase systems.Even within
these two branchesthere is a good deal of variation among individuallanguages, and the questionof the extent to which Cushiticcase correspondsto
Semiticis far from clear. In 2.1 I brieflysummarizethe situationfor Cushitic,
and in 2.2 that for Semitic.
2.1. Case in Cushitic

While many of the Cushiticlanguageshave case systems,it is by no means
clear that they derivefrom a proto-Cushiticcase system.Such a proposalhas
variant form in Suyuti, who lived 700 years after Sibawaih, and both of these, in turn, may differ
from the moder concept of 'dialect'.
13 I assume a
very traditional Afroasiatic family tree, well aware that there are classificatory
questions at all levels. I don't think, at this point, that such questions bear crucially on the present
treatment of case, however.
Berber and Chadic do not have case. Since Egyptian orthography did not mark short vowels,
whether or not ancient Egyptian had a case system is difficult to know. Even if Callender's (1975)
attempt to reconstruct ancient Egyptian cases on the basis of the functional behaviour of verbal
forms is on the right track, his attribution of formal values to them (e.g. nominative -u, accusative
-a) is speculative at best, at worst, no more than the filling in of an Egyptian consonantal text
with short vocalic values taken over from Classical Arabic. Petracek (1988: 40) does not reconstruct
a case system for ancient Egyptian.
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been put forwardby Sasse (1984) where a proto-Cushiticcase system with
nominativeopposedto accusativeis postulated.14
Against this Tosco (1993, in the spirit of Castellino,1978:40) has argued
that the originof manyCushiticnominativemarkerslies in a focus morpheme.
Tosco's argumentationis based on both universaland formalconsiderations,
the main featuresof which are as follows.
First he notes (as have a numberof scholarsbeforehim) that the nominative-absolutive(roughly= accusative)distinctionin Cushiticis typologicallyodd
since it is the nominativewhich is the markedform by a numberof criteria.
It is the nominativenoun, for example,whichis morphologicallymarked(see
(1) vs. (2)),15 e.g., Oromo
(1) namic-i
ni-dufe

man-nom.prev.-came
'The man came'.

(2)

nami&cc arke

man(abs.) saw
'He saw the man'.

The unmarkedabsolutiveservesas the basis for furtherinflections,cf. genitive
(ka)namicc-da'of the man'. Furthermore,the nominativehas a morerestricted
distribution,limited only to the subject,and is far less frequentin texts. In
these points the Cushitic nominativehas close affinitiesto grammaticalized
topics.
Reviewingthe literatureon Cushiticlanguages,Tosco shows furtherthat
a suffix-i throughoutthe branch,for example,HighlandEast Cushitic(e.g.
Sidamomin-i 'house-i'), CentralCushitic(Awngi-ki), is found which marks
not only subjectsbut other topicalizedconstituentsas well. Where-i has been
grammaticalizedas a subjectmarkerother markersdevelop as topicalizers.
An -n is particularlycommon in this function, as perhapsexhibitedin the
HararOromo.
(3) namicca-n arke

man-topic saw
'I saw the man'.
Relating the Cushiticdata to Semitic, it is furthermorenoteworthythat
Sasse'sreconstruction,nominative*-i/-u,absolutive*-a does not self-evidently
correspondto the three-valuedSemitic system. In fact, as Tosco shows, the
only widespreadnominative-like(Tosco'stopicalizer)inflectionon full nouns
is -i.16 It is true that a 'nominative' u is found throughoutCushitic,though
as part of the article or demonstrative,not as a nominal affix (e.g., Oromo
14 Sasse leaves
open the possibility that other cases might be reconstructible. Diakonoff (1988:
60) proposes an 'abstract' proto-Afroasiatic case system, characterized above all, apparently, by
its abstractness. Formally there was an opposition between i- u vs. -a - 0, though how this system
worked functionally at the proto-Afroasiatic stage is not spelt out in detail. Diakonoff's
reconstruction rests largely on data from Semitic and Cushitic and hence is open to all the
criticisms of postulating a proto-Cushitic case system contained in this section. Furthermore, his
entire reconstruction of Afroasiatic case is based on the dubious assumption that the proto
language was an ergative one. His claim (1988: 59) that Oromo (and similarly, I suspect, his
claims for Beja, Sidamo and Ometo) is an ergative language (or has traces of an ergative system?)
is mysterious (see Owens, 1985).
15Greenberg (1978: 95, universal 38) notes that if there is a case system the subject of the
intransitive verb will be marked by the least marked case (also Croft, 1990: 104).
16 In a number of
Highland East Cushitic languages (Hudson, 1976: 253 ff.) the nominative
(or topic) form is phonologically determined relative to the absolute form: if the absolute ends in
a front vowel or -a it is -i, if in -o it is -u.
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kuni 'this-nom.', vs. kana 'this-abs.').'7 Moreover, Cushitic case marking is,
unlike Semitic, overwhelmingly phrase final (Central Cushitic Awngi [Hetzron,
1976a: 37] and Oromo are exceptional). In Somali, for instance, where the
nominative subject is generally shown by lowering a tone from H to L, one
has in absolutive case, nin ' man '-nom nin, but nom. nin-ku 'the man', where
the determiner assumes the low tone, allowing nin to re-assume its unmarked
absolutive form with high tone (Saeed, 1987: 133). Any attempt to link this
Cushitic data to Semitic case would have to account for significant structural
mismatches. To these problems can be added that of the Cushitic genitive,
which neither Sasse nor Tosco integrates into his model, both being cognizant
of the special problems accompanying the task.
To summarize this section, while it is certainly correct, paraphrasing and
changing Sasse's formulation slightly, to speak of certain Cushitic endings as
bearing 'a striking resemblance to certain formatives ... in other Afroasiatic
branches' (1984: 111), it does not appear possible, at this point at least, to
link these directly to Semitic case markers. Even assuming a link to be possible,
it would not automatically follow that it would be made in terms of case.
Indeed, given that it is only the Semitic branch (following Tosco for Cushitic)
which unequivocally has a proto-case system, it would not be surprising if
such a system developed at the proto-stage of Semitic out of markers of
another type.
2.2. Semitic case
It is not my purpose here to review the literature on case in Semitic. The
situation in Arabic will be reviewed in detail in any case in the next two
sections. For present purposes two basic points need to be made.
First, although a three-valued case system (nominative -u, accusative -a,
genitive -i) has to be reconstructed for proto-Semitic, only a minority of the
well-attested Semitic languages have it. Moreover assuming Moscati et al.'s
tri-partite classification of Semitic into North-east, North-west and South-west
sub-branches, caseless languages (or dialects) are attested in each sub-branch.
The earlier stages of Akkadian (North-east) had it, though after 1,000 B.C. the
case system showed clear signs of breaking down.18 Most of the North-west
Semitic languages did not have case (Hebrew, Aramaic, Phoenician), only
Ugaritic19 and Eblaitic (probably) possessing it. The situation with Ugaritic in
17
Paradoxically, the Semitic article/demonstrative system is neither particularly unified, nor
do most of the Semitic languages (including Classical Arabic and most stages of Akkadian, Von
Soden, 1969: 47) show case differentiation in it (Moscati et al., 1980: 110).
18 The outside observer may be slightly disquieted by Von Soden's comment (1969: 80) that
even in Old Assyrian and Old Babylonian exceptions to the expected case-marking system occur.
He attributes these to orthographic errors or to 'bad pronunciation' (?). A closer study of such
'errors' would be interesting.
19Even Semiticists are not united on which Semitic languages demonstrably have case systems.
Rabin (1969: 161), for example, cautions that there is not enough data to reconstruct case syntax
in Ugaritic and hence does not include Ugaritic among the attested case-bearing Semitic languages.
He has a two-valued case system for Ga3'z (as opposed to Weninger's 1993 one), but would
apparently rather identify the Ga'oz 0 'nominative' etymologically with the Akkadian absolutive
(i.e. lack of morphological case) than with Classical Arabic -u (1969: 196). Some modem Ethiopian
Semitic languages (e.g., Amharic -n) have secondarily developed an object case, sometimes sensitive
to definiteness features. Barth's (1898: 594) assumption that proto-Hebrew had case is based
crucially on the assumption that proto-Semitic had case and only case (i.e. no parallel caseless
variety, see section 5). Reading between the lines of his article, however, it is clear that one could
no more justify the reconstruction of a case system from internal Biblical Hebrew sources than
one can an Arabic case system from the modem Arabic dialects.
There are no attempts to my knowledge to explain how the assumed proto-Semitic case system
disappeared so completely throughout the family. Moscati (1958), for example, is not so much an
attempt to justify the assumption of a family-wide proto-case system as to determine the length
of the assumed endings. Given the significant counter-evidence that some Semitic languages/
varieties never had a case system, it may minimally be expected that the assumed 'disappearance'
of case from these varieties be given a unified explanation.
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this respectis not very satisfying,as the only directevidencefor case endings
comes from the word-finalsymbol for the glottal stop. In Gordon's (1965)
lexicon, these amount to barelyten noun lexemesfrom which the entirecase
systemmust be constructed.It is noteworthythat neitherRabin (1969, see n.
19) nor Petracek(1988: 39) list Ugariticamong the case-bearingSemiticlanguages. Among the South-westSemitic languages Classical Arabic has it,
though Ga'az (in absolutetermssome 350-500 years older)probablydid not,
at least not in a way which self-evidentlycorrespondswith the three-valued
proto-Semiticsystem (see n. 19). The moder EthiopicSemiticlanguagesdo
not have it (see n. 19), nor do the moder Arabicdialects.The moder South
Arabian languagesdo not have it, while the situation for epigraphicSouth
Arabicis uncleardue to the script.
From a distributionalperspectiveone can approachthe problemin two
ways. First, it can be assumedthat the cases are original and lost in those
varietieswhere not attested.This, of course, is the approachtaken by most
Semiticists(e.g. Moscati et al., 1980:94) and could be said to be supported
indirectlyat least by the situationin Akkadianwherethe breakdownof a case
system is diachronicallyattested. A second approachwould be to view the
caseless situation as original, the Akkadian and ClassicalArabic system as
innovative.This is problematicin view of the fact that Akkadianis the oldest
of the languagesin absolutetermsand thatthe case systemin the two languages
is in generalterms comparable.It is unlikelythat the two innovatedin the
same way independentlyof each other, and if they did not, a common origin
pushesthe case systemback into the proto stage. A third solution is that the
proto-languagehad two systems(two dialectsas it were), one with case, one
without.I will be developingthis perspectivein the rest of this paper. For the
moment it sufficesto note that postulatinga caseless variety at the protoSemiticstage is supportedby family-internaldistributionalfacts, namely the
broadrangeof Semiticlanguageswhichdo not have case systems(to turnthe
argumentintroducedin the previouspoint on its head), and the argumentsof
the precedingsection,whereit was seen that Semiticcase, within Afroasiatic,
is probablyinnovative.
Secondly,it can be noted that in the Semiticlanguageswith a case system
thereare contextswhere,in synchronicterms,the systemis neutralized.In the
Akkadiangenitiverelation,the possessednoun does not bearcase (or appears
in the so-called absolute form) before a nominal possessor, and before a
pronominalpossessorgenerallyonly when the possessednoun ends in a vowel
(Von Soden, 1969:82 ff., 189 ff.).
(3)

bel-0

bTt-i-m

assas-su

master-0 house-gen.-m.wife-his
'master ( = "absolute" case) of the house'
In ClassicalArabic the neutralization,at least in traditionalaccounts (see
3.2.3), occurs in pausal position. Besidesraising questionsof the functional
centralityof case in Semitic(see 3.1 below), the presenceof these 'caseless'
contexts suggeststhat even those Semiticlanguageswith morphologicalcase
systemspossessedtraces of the caselessvariety.I will touch on furthercaserelatedcomparativeaspectsof Semiticlater (3.3, 4.2, 5).
Brief though the remarksin the present section are, they are consistent
enough to underscorePetracek'sconclusion(1988:41, see also Rabin, 1969:
191), based on comparativeAfroasiaticdata, that 'Die pragnantgebildete
Strukturdes Kasussytemsim Semitischen(-u, -i, -a) dirfen wir als eine semitische Innovationansehen.'If this point is accepted,however,there emerges
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a further Semitic-internal issue, namely at what point Semitic itself developed
a case system and whether this development represented the ancestor of all
Semitic languages or only some of them. In the rest of this paper I will attempt
to show that a detailed consideration of the issue for proto-Arabic will provide
one important component in answering the question.
3. Classical Arabic
It should by now be becoming evident that the assumption that there is a clear
distinction between those Semitic languages with case systems and those without, the latter possessing, in this respect, an older trait than the former, is
perhaps not so problematic as is represented in the textbooks (e.g. Moscati
et al., 1980; Fischer, 1982a). In part 3 I examine the status of case in Classical
Arabic in greater detail, using two sources. In 3.1 I summarize the work of
Corriente, which is not adequately integrated into the debate about Old Arabic,
perhaps because his views about case (and other matters) in Old Arabic are
somewhat iconoclastic. In 3.2 I turn to the grammarian who, if not the
'founder' of Classical Arabic, doubtlessly played a more pivotal role in explicitly defining its form than any other individual, namely the eighth-century
grammarian Sibawaih, in order to gain a more precise insight into the nature
of the Classical Arabic which he defined. This account will initiate the comparison between the classical language and the modem dialects, a necessary step
in the discussion of Blau's theory deriving the modern dialects from the classical
language.
3.1. Corriente
In a series of articles (1971, 1973, 1975, 1976) Corriente argued that Classical
Arabic stood at the end of a development and that its crystalization in a more
or less fixed form was due in large part to the efforts of the Arabic grammarians.
Many of the points he makes relate to the case system. These include evidence
of two main sorts: linguistic internal interpretations and an examination of the
philological record.
The first perspective is prominent in his 1971 article where he showed that
the functional yield of Classical Arabic cases-roughly those contexts where
a difference of meaning can be affected by a change of case alone-is extremely
low. While one may agree with Blau (1988: 268) that case systems generally
have a high degree of redundancy, the fact remains that Arabic case is functionally not deeply integrated into the grammar. The case forms, furthermore, are
not well integrated into the morphology (1971: 47). They are marked by a lack
of allomorphy, being without exception tacked on to the end of the word, with
little morpho-phonological interaction with either the stems to which they are
suffixed or the items which may be suffixed to them. To this can be added the
fact that, unlike in many languages, they are not subject to variational rules
based on animacy and/or definiteness.
In his 1975 article Corriente cites deviations from the classical norms found
in various verses of the Kitdb al-Aghani, including an inflectionally invariable
dual (1975: 52; cf. Rabin, 1951: 173, and also of course Q. 20: 63), the mixing
up of cases (1975: 57), or their complete absence (1975: 60). Corriente's explanation for these phenomena, and for the development of Middle Arabic out of
Old Arabic, was to postulate a caseless form of Arabic formed in pre-Islamic
times along the NW Arabic borderland in Nabataea (1976: 88; expanding on
Diem, 1973, see 1.2 above). Associated with commercial centres, this variety
of Arabic would have quickly acquired prestige status and in the aftermath of
the early Islamic Arabic diaspora served as a model for the development of
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caseless Middle Arabic in urban contexts. Note that he does not break with
Blau completely,in that he sees the caselessvarietiesarisingout of the border
contacts.
The presentstudyagreeswith Corrienteon the need to recognizea caseless
form of Arabic existing contemporaneouslywith case varieties.Where issue
can be taken with his account is the readinessto postulate a simple link
betweenone varietyof Old Arabic (NabataeanArabic)and the moderndialects. The difficultiesin drawingsuch a simplelinkagewill become evidentin
the discussionin part II, sections4 and 5. As a generalintroductoryremark,
however,it may be noted that integratingthe modem dialectsinto the reconstructionof proto-Arabicwill yieldresultswhichdo not self-evidentlyreplicate
the linguisticentitiesdefinedby the Arabicgrammariansor by the epigraphic
record (e.g. caseless Nabataean Arabic). This follows from the different
methods and goals of the comparativeapproach and that of the Arabic
grammarians,to whom I turn presently,as well as from the very fragmentary
natureof the epigraphicrecord.A full reconstructionof proto-Arabicrequires
an independentand detailed definitionof each of these componentsbefore
they are put togetherinto a largerpicture.
3.2. Sibawaih

Without a full-scalestudy of all the materialto be found in all grammatical
treatises,the reasons for concentratingon Sibawaihin the first instanceare
self-evident.His Kitdbis, even by moder standards,a paragonof detail and
completeness(if not necessarilyof organizationandclarity).Moreimportantly,
it is arguablythe only work wherea largebody of directlyobservedlinguistic
usage has been systematicallyrecorded.This is not to deny that interesting
materialis to be found in the later treatises.None the less, later grammarians
were dependentto a large degreeon Sibawaihfor the simplereason that the
'Arabiyyacame to consist of a more or less closed set of data by the tenth
century,20renderingobservationson the contemporaryspokenlanguagesuperfluous (see below). Nor does it mean that sourcesother than the grammatical
treatisesshould not be invoked.However,as Corriente(1975:43) points out,
non-classicismstend to be edited out of even less formalpoetic corpora (see
n. 5 for other sources).
Thereare two aspectsof Sibawaih'sworkwhichmay be kept in mindwhen
interpretinghis observationson Arabic. The first is that Sibawaihwas confrontedby a mass of variantforms which he evaluatedin his own inimitable
style, to which I shall turn presently.By and large, in the later grammars,
written after the end of the ninth century, the variant forms were either
excludedaltogetheror, in the more detailedgrammars(e.g., Ibn al-Sarraj,Ibn
Ya'ish), treatedin addendato the generalrules.If the rare,new materialwas
added, it was nearly always by referenceto forms recordedfrom persons or
tribescontemporaneouswith Sibawaihor earlier.21
The secondpoint relatesto Sibawaih'sattitudetowardsthe linguisticdata
he described.Carter (1973: 146; see Ditters, 1990: 131 for criticisms)has
contrasted Sibawaih's'descriptivist' approachwith the 'prescriptivism'of
latergrammarians.Thiscontrastof styles,as noted in the precedingparagraph,
20 The work of the
lexicographers, for which there are relatively few critical modem studies,
may have to be excepted here. Unlike grammar, lexicography deals with an open-ended system.
Adding a word to the lexicon rarely changes the lexicon in the way that adding a rule to the
grammar potentially changes the entire grammar. When the lexicon of the 'Arabiyya became a
closed set is as yet an open question.
21 In this
respect the analogy with the history of Arabic linguistic thinking breaks down; there
were conceptual breakthroughs after the tenth century, though in areas of thinking 'adjacent' to
the core areas of morphophonology and syntax, such as pragmatics and semantics.
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reflects a general reorientation in the definition of what sort of data are
allowable in the definition of the 'Arabiyya. It is not clear, however, what is
to be understood by descriptivism, on which Carter does not elaborate.
Understanding Sibawaih on this point is important to understanding and
defining his theoretical linguistic thinking, the nature of the raw linguistic data
which his detailed observations make accessible, and the motivations for and
mechanisms by which grammars generally are developed. Baalbaki (1990: 18)
has made the important point that the grammarians, confronted by a mass of
linguistic data, did not 'content themselves with a purely descriptive exposition
of linguistic material, but attempted to present this material within a coherent
system ... ' (my emphasis). Sibawaih, he observes, was the key figure in this
process. In the next three subsections I discuss aspects of this system, with
special reference to case-related problems.
First, however, it is relevant to mention that the very terminology of case
marking among the grammarians may bear on the question of the existence
of case in Old Arabic. The two oldest grammatical works, one (Sibawaih's)
definitely from the end of the eighth century, the other equally old or only
slightly younger, utilized case form as a central formal criteria for organizing
their exposition of syntactic structures. Grammars and case marking go hand
in hand in the history of Arabic grammatical theory. Khalaf al-Ahmar's
Muqaddimafi 'l-Nahw is a short, practical grammar (see Owens, 1990, ch. ix),
whereas Sibawaih's Kitdb is one of the most detailed grammars of Arabic ever
written. Sibawaih, in particular, goes to considerable pains at the very beginning
of his grammar (I, 2.1 ff., see Baalbaki, 1990) to distinguish lexically determined
from syntactically determined short vowels functionally, the latter of course
being the case markers. Sibawaih's terminology is as follows:
(4a)

Short vowel terminology in Sibawaih
lexical
morpho-syntactic phonetic value
u
damma raf'
nasb
a
fatha
kasra
i
jarr

It appears that the 'discovery' of functionally differentiated vowels was preceded by a time when the same terminology was used undifferentiated for
vowels of both types. Such a system is still in evidence in Farra"s terminology
(Owens, 1990: 159).
(4b) Short vowel terminology in Farra'
lexical
morpho-syntactic phonetic value
u
damma -ra raf f
a
nasb
fatha - nasb
kasra - khafd khafd
i
In Farra' the morpho-syntactic values also are used to describe the phonetic
values of lexical vowels, so that the vowel in umm (I: 6) is described as raf.22
This supposition finds support in Versteegh's study on early Arabic gramma22 That Farra"s
terminology should be the 'older', though he lived a generation after Sibawaih
(n.b. in absolute time), may be explained by Talmon's theory (e.g. 1990) that Farra' represented
an older grammatical tradition than did Sibawaih. There may be other explanations, too, but this
is not the place to consider Talmon's ideas in detail.
I would tend to accept Farra"s explanation for the variant -i of al-hamd-i li lldhi (i: 3) among
some Bedouins, namely that the nominative is assimilated to the following -i of li- within the
compound-like unit that has arisen due to 'frequency of use'. None the less, the example illustrates
(1) the convenience of not having a distinctive terminology for case vs. lexical vowels, and (2) the
non-case functional value of final nominal vowels among at least some groups of speakers.
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tical theory. He shows (1993b: 125) that the quranic exegete Muhammad
al-Kalbi (d. 763), who lived a generation before Sibawaih (d. 793), used the
term damm for an u vowel 'within a word', as an 'ending' (Versteegh does
not specify what sort here) and for a nunated noun. Nasb is used for a lexical
vowel a, an ending and for nunation, and similarly for the other terms in the
lists in (4).
Rather than consider the data in terms of their implications for an understanding of the development of Arabic linguistic theory, which has been the
main focus of interest in such data to date, they may be interpreted in terms
of the present question of the status of case endings in the history of the
language. It would appear that Sibawaih made explicit two aspects of vocalic
variation, one lexically the other morpho-syntactically determined, which
existed in the language he described.
One may ask here whether the variation and imprecise distinction between
lexical and morpho-syntactic vowels found in Farra' and other early linguists
and commentators do not originate in the fact that there existed varieties of
Arabic, studied by Farra', in which vocalic variation at the end of words did
not represent case endings, i.e. caseless varieties of Arabic. In such circumstances a consistently differentiating terminology would, of course, have been
unnecessary. Farra"s 'imprecise' terminology would thus reflect not a less
differentiated grammatical thinking than Sibawaih's, but rather its application
to a different data base. This perspective is admittedly speculative, though the
idea of relating early terminological problems to actual language forms should
be pursued further.23
3.2.1. An example
The following example will serve as an introduction both to Sibawaih's treatment of case in Classical Arabic and to the way in which he processed linguistic
data. From ch. 24 on (I, 31 ff.), Sibawaih considers some fairly complex data
in which he is concerned to define the case form of a topic and/or agent noun
(see Khan, 1988: 25 ff. for discussion). A basic contrast is shown in (5a) vs. (5b).
(5a) zayd-un
laqY-tu akh-d-hu (I: 32.16)
met-I
brother-acc.-his
Zayd-nom.
'As for Zayd, I found his brother'.
(5b) zayd-an
laqi-tu akh-a-hu (i: 32.20)
zayd-acc.
'As for Zayd, I found his brother'.
'Zayd' can equally appear in nominative or accusative form here. Were
Sibawaih a simple descriptivist he would presumably have been content to
note that a topic can appear in nominative or accusative form, in free variation.
Such a statement appears to account for most of the topicalization structures
which Sibawaih discusses in this and the following chapters. Such an approach
is quite foreign to his methodology, however. For Sibawaih no variation is
simply 'free' because every variant which he catalogues implies its own conceptual interpretation. In the present example, both nominative and accusative
cases are justified by a series of analogies with other, simpler structures and
paraphrases, with examples which allow a regularization of apparently anomalous structural elements.

23 One
thinks, for example, of the meaning of the designations for linguistic varieties/entities,
kalaim,lugha, qawl (Versteegh, 1993: 91, 99 ff.) in the development of the notion of an 'Arabiyya.
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At the beginning of ch. 31 (I, 31.17 ff.) Sibawaih explains the following
pairs of examples (where (6a) corresponds to (5a), (6b) to (5b)).
darab-tu-hu
(6a) zayd-un
Zayd-nom. hit-I-him
'As for Zayd, I hit him'.
darab-tu-hu
(6b) zayd-an
zayd-acc.
'Zayd, I hit him'
(6a) contains a nominative noun in the function of topic (mubtada'), with the
verb structurally set against the topic as its comment24 (mabniyy 'ala
'l-mubtada',see Levin, 1985). Here the nominative in Zayd is explained by the
general property that topics are nominatively marked. In (6b) the problem is
to explain the accusative in Zayd, which Sibawaih does by assuming an implicit
verb (idmar al-fi'l, I, 32.1) of the same value as the main verb which governs
the accusative in Zayd (= (darabtu) zaydan darabtuhu).
Sibawaih then proceeds to more complex examples where the co-referential
pronoun is detached from the verb, first where the direct object is marked by
a preposition (zayd-un/an marartu bihi 'As for Zayd, I passed him'), then to
the set in (5). (5a) is explained analogously to (6a), as a topic
(nominative) +comment structure. That in (5b) is more problematic because
in contrast to (6b) there does not appear to be a direct semantic link between
the topicalized noun and the main verb. There is no obvious sense in which
the action of 'hitting' can be directly related to the topic, Zayd. To explain
these structures Sibawaih invokes a new principle, namely that 'if the action
falls on the object containing a co-eferential pronoun it is as if the action falls
on the object itself' (32.17). This semantic equivalence carries over to a
morpho-syntactic one, where the topicalized noun assumes the same case form
as the item it is linked with. In (5b), for instance, the co-referential pronoun
-hu links akha- to zaydan. Since akha- is accusative, so, too, can zayd be.25
This principle is invoked a number of times to explain ever more complex
structures in the succeeding pages (particularly i, 42).
Examples such as these from Sibawaih are abundant. I will come back to
them presently, for the moment noting only that what is important here is that
an example cited by Sibawaih always has to be integrated into his linguistic
thinking. Sibawaih cites (5a) with minimal comment because for Sibawaih its
structure is clear. When he moves to (5b) he is confronted by a new structural
state of affairs which requires new principles, new explanations. What happens,
however, when he meets structures which he finds clearly wrong? In fact this
happens relatively infrequently.26It is true, as Carter (1973) points out, that
Sibawaih does have an evaluative vocabulary which allows him to rank the
acceptability of one structure against another. When he uses it, however, it is
usually to recommend a over b, without rejecting b altogether. In the present
24 The term 'comment' is a more
appropriate translation of the later 'khabar'. Levin (1985:
302) translates Sibawaih's term as 'the part which makes the sentence complete'. For brevity's
sake I use the shorter term 'comment'.
25 Sibawaih may not be entirely convinced of this explanation himself, for he adds two further
(somewhat strained) examples where a noun is grammatically affected by a verb, without bearing
a direct semantic relation to the action represented in it. Thus one might say, 'I honoured him
as you honoured his brother' (I, 32.17) where the honouring is equal in both actions, though in
the first it is 'him' who is honoured, whereas in the second it is not 'him' but his brother.
26Admittedly 'infrequently' is an impressionistic evaluation. It can in principle be fairly
strictly measured, however, taking all the examples completely disallowed by Sibawaih divided by
all his examples discussed. The percentage would be quite low.
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example,for instance,he says that the nominative(6a) is 'better' (I, 32.22).
Clearly,however,he makes this judgementon the basis of the grammatical
meritsof each structure,i.e. in termsof the rulesby which he evaluatesthem
in the first place.
None the less, it is importantfor presentpurposesto know if Sibawaih
sets limits to the acceptable.One positive answer to this question can be
illustratedby his discussionof pausalforms,which will be referredto further
in 3.2.3. Sibawaih(ii, 309, ch. 495) notes that it may happen in -CC#-final
nouns (particularlywith sonorantsas the final C apparently)that in pausal
position the genitive or nominativecase markersare not deleted but rather,
by a process of what may be termed 'case epenthesis', form a final CVC
syllable. Thus ' some Arabs ', instead of saying bakr(u) or bakr(i), have bakur#

'Bakr-nom.',bakir#'Bakr-gen.'.He adds, however,that this is possibleonly
so long as the resultingstructuremeets acceptableword structureconstraints.
'idl-'equal', may undergogenitivecaseepenthesis,'idil#,but in the nominative
this is impossible,*'idul,because'they [Bedouins]have no words of structure
fi'ul' (309.20). Here the non-occurrenceof particularforms is apparently
confirmednot in terms of what Sibawaihobservedor tested, but rather in
termsof the violation of his own generalrule.
What should by now be clear is that there is no pure 'data' to be found
in Sibawaih.Everythinghe observesand writes about is filteredthroughhis
own grammaticalthinking.One salutoryeffect of this is that it was this very
systematizationof linguisticfacts which helped him to produce a work of
extraordinarydetail. In examples(5-6) discussedabove, Sibawaihstartswith
basic N-V-obj. structures,moves to N V prep.-obj.structures,and finallyto
N V Obj.-possessor-pro.structures,with each step tackling a slightly more
complexcase. His descriptionis partlycarriedalong and expandedby the very
logic of his grammaticalthinking.
This is not to say, however,that Sibawaihhad no regardfor the linguistic
facts providedto him from his varioussources.I think exampleslike (5) and
(6) can be understoodin the followingway. Sibawaihwas presentedwith raw
data, and this was that the topic noun varies freely betweennominativeand
accusativecase. He acceptedboth forms, but on termsof his own theoretical
making.It was Sibawaih'sachievementto integratethese 'facts' into a more
or less coherentwhole (the definitiveinterpretationof Sibawaihremainsto be
written), in this case through such concepts as 'topic', mabniyy 'ala
al-mubtada',co-referentiality,and so on.
At the same time one has to assume that there are many elements of
'Arabic' which were outside the scope of Sibawaih'scognizance.Some of
these, of course, are due to the mundanefact that Sibawaihwas mortal, the
amountof observationshe could makefinite.Otherelements,however,would
have escaped Sibawaih'snotice because they could not be fitted into his
linguisticthinking (Baalbaki 1990: 22). This is a necessarycorollaryof the
system-drivennatureof his methodology.As seenabove, Sibawaihon principle
rulesout formslike *'idul.It is thereforeunlikely,if such formsdid exist, that
theywouldhavebeenobservedby him.Caselessformsof Arabiccould similarly
have been outsidehis purview.
3.2.2. Stable cases, free variation

While it is improperto speak of free variationof case within a Sibawaihian
analyticframework,the fact remainsthat this effectivelyis what he documents
in many instances.Looking beyond the topic construction,there are many
examplesof what amountto freevariationin case form discussedin the Kitib.
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In fact, the discussion above around (5-6) is typical of Sibawaih's exposition,
intimately concerned to define the proper case forms. Full proof of this is a
task beyond the confines of the present exposition. What can be offered here
is a brief overview of the type of case variation Sibawaih dealt with, based on
a review of the first 100 pages of the Kitab, just under a quarter of book I. In
these 100 pages, roughly the following topics are dealt with (initial pages of
topics are given): general concepts (p. 1), transitivity (p. 10), negative in laysa
and ma (p. 18), left noun dislocation (tandzu', p. 28), extraposition (p. 31)
arranged according to type of predicate and predicational type, extraposition
in inalienable-like constructions (p. 64), governance of participles, verbal nouns
and adjectives (p. 70), extension of function (ittisa') and (ishtighal, 90; Owens,
1990: 251 ff.). In the following I will excerpt a representative example, summarizing Sibawaih's comment on each example.
(7a) ma 'abdu lldhi akh-a-ka akh-u-ka
'Abdullahi is not your brother'. (21.20)
Usual = nominative, accusative = dialectal usage, ma al-hijdzi
(7b)

darab-tu wa daraba-nYzayd-un zayd-an
hit-me and hit-me
Zayd-nom. - acc.
'I hit (Zayd) and Zayd hit me'. (28.18)

Nominative is better because of proximity to second verb, which logically
requires a nominative agent. Accusative also allowable.
(7c)

a zayd-an-zayd-un anta dadrib-u-hu
you hit-nom. him
Q Zayd-a
'As for Zayd, are you going to have you hit him'? (45.30)

Accusative correlates with verb-like imperfect meaning of active participle,
nominative with nominal-like perfective meaning. This example follows the
much more detailed and complicated instances of extraposition with verbal
predicates, as in (5,6).
(7d)

'abd-a 'abd-u ulldhifa-drib-hu
Abdallah-acc. nom. so-hit-him
'Abdallah, so hit him'. (58.12)

Accusative is preferred, since marked modal sentences (imperatives, conditionals, questions) imply a verbal predicate (which governs the accusative).
None the less, contexts can be found (as here) allowing nominative as well.
(7e)

duriba 'abdu lldhi zahr-u-hu zahr-a-hu
hit
Abdallah back-nom. acc.-his
'Abdullah was hit on his back'. (68.9),

Nominative, as badal or tawkTd,accusative as nominal complement brought
into direct governance of the verb, with implied preposition ('ald zahrihi) like
dakhaltu 'l-bayt-a-Jf 'l-bayt-i.
(7f)

wa 'amr-in/an (81.1)
min darbi zayd-in
'ajib-tu
surprised-I from hitting Zayd-gen. and Amr-gen. acc.
'I was surprised by the beating of Zayd and Amr'. (81.1)

Genitive in Amr by agreement with Zayd, accusative by virtue of an understood
verb (daraba) 'amran.
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duriba bihi darb-un
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da'ff-un-darb-an da'-f-an

hit
by it hitting-nom.weak-nom. hitting-acc.
'A weak blow was hit with it -It was hit a weak blow with'. (97.2)

In passiveswithout an expressed'underlying'directobject,the choice is free
as to which of a range of furthercomplementscan be promotedto agent. In
this case, either the verbal noun is promoted (nom.), or no complementis
promoted(acc.).
As the brief expositionsmake clear, there is no single explanationfor the
observed variation. It may be due to dialect variation (7a), though more
frequently(7b, d-g) it is embeddedwithinthe logic of Sibawaih'sown grammatical formulations.In some instancesSibawaihranksthe alternativesby some
while in othersboth variantsare of equal
measureof relativeappropriateness,
value. In one case it may be objectedthat the exampleis not an exampleof
free variationat all, since in (7c) the use of accusativeor nominativein zayd
presumablycorrelateswith a differencein meaning.While the point of this
section does not stand or fall on such examples,it is relevanthere to draw a
distinctionbetweenwhat Sibawaihsaid and what one may read betweenthe
lines of his pronouncements.In particular,given his predilectionfor (and task
of) systematizingthe language,one may at certainpoints (though certainly
not in general)questionwhetherwhat is systematizedis really a part of the
Arabic spoken in the eighth century,as opposed to the languageas idealized
by Sibawaihand other grammarians,who probablyweremore readythan the
populationat largeto concretizesubtledistinctionsamongcompetingvariants
whose originwas not necessarilyof a purelylinguistic(as opposedto stylistic,
sociolinguisticor dialectal)nature.In any case, taken as a whole, 'free variof theproductof Sibawaih'sobservations
ation' is an adequatecharacterization
in (5-7). This does not mean, of course,that the variationwould be conceived
of in such terms by Sibawaihhimself. To the contrary,as the explanatory
notes are intendedto make clear,each variantfor Sibawaihis associatedwith
its own structurallogic.
It does not appear that the variation in the case system points to an
impendingbreakdown.Sibawaihis too specificaboutwhichformsareuniquely
correctin many contexts and too specificabout the implicationsof choosing
one variantor anotherto lend such speculationany weight.Takenas a whole,
however, the variation does point to a system with an inner dynamic and
flexibility,that is, a variationwhich grew out of various historicaldevelopments. It could even have evolvedout of a non-casesystem(see 3.2.3).
It may be noted here, that there is a clear structuraltendency in the
variation,namely that most case variationinvolves the accusativeas one of
the two alternatives.Expandingon this observation,it is fair to say that the
accusativeis the unmarkedtermrelativeto frequencyof functionaloccurrence.
The only positions which are unequivocallynot accusative are objects of
prepositionsand possessors( = genitive),comments,topics when the comment
is not a verb and agents in VS (verbal) sentences(= nominative).Otherwise
(the variousobjects,tamylz,hal, even subjectsafter the innaclass of complementizers)sentenceconstituentstake accusative,or vary freely in accusative
with anothercase form (as in examplesabove).
3.2.3. Pausal and contextforms

Probablythe greatestdegreeof variation(of any type) associatedwith a single
functionalposition is that relatingto pausalforms. Sibawaihdevotesmost of
the 28 pagesbetweenII, 302-30 to its explicitdescription,and therearevarious
referencesto it in other parts of his work. It is clear that for Sibawaihpausal
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context is not simply a nominal stem minus the indefinite and case suffixes,
but rather a position engendering phonological changes of various sorts.27The
topic is potentially important, because it has been assumed by many scholars
(Brockelmann, 1982 [1908]: 462; Birkeland, 1952: 9; Fleisch, 1974: 23; Blau,
1981: 3; Diem, 1991: 303) that the moder caseless dialects derive from the
Classical Arabic pausal forms. Concentrating here on those chapters which
explicate pausal (waqf) forms,28 it emerges that much of what he describes for
pausal phenomena is not immediately relatable to the modern dialects. The
following typology, without answering definitively the question of the extent
to which there is a direct link between pausal forms in Sibawaih and the
modern dialects, at least defines where the problems lie. The typology consists
of two main parameters. One relates to Sibawaih's description of a particular
phenomenon as being a property of context or pausal position (or both), the
other to the range of distribution of the phenomenon, both in Sibawaih and
in the modern dialects. I will illustrate these points here by means of an
informal scale, at whose initial point no obvious connection between the
dialects and Sibawaih's description exists and at whose end point a fairly
plausible relation may be postulated.
At one extreme there are many parts of Sibawaih's description which have
no relevance to the present question because they have no obvious reflexes in
the moder dialects. Perhaps the clearest example of this sort is the fate of the
case vowels themselves. In pausal position they do not simply disappear.
Rather, the pausal position at which they occur may take on four different
values (ch. 494). It is unnecessary to go into details here, the important point
being that since the case vowels do not occur in the modern dialects it is
impossible to draw connections between Sibawaih's description and their
reflexes in the modem dialects.
Moving up the scale, a second type pertains to word-final a, apparently
when written with the alif maqsura. Sibawaih notes (ii, 314.8) that although
most Arabs pronounce it in pause as -a, the Qays change it to y, as in
hublad-hublay'pregnant'. Among modern dialects, Blanc (1964: 50) notes that
a final feminine -a irregularly undergoes imala in Jewish Baghdadi Arabic,
heble 'pregnant' being among the lexical items where this happens. The
-a--ay/-e change is frequent neither for Sibawaih, nor in the modern dialects.
While there may be a connection between the Qays pausal form and the
Baghdadi example, definitive proof is highly unlikely.
A third instance has already been mentioned above, where Sibawaih notes
that 'some Arabs' employ case epenthesis in pausal position, e.g.
bakru#-+bakur#'Bakr'. This case is more interesting than the previous one in
two directions. On the one hand, for the classical language, Sibawaih does not
appear to place such severe restrictions on the Arabs who use the form. On
the other, for the modern dialects, as will be seen in 4.2 (11), under certain
interpretations it can be related to a fairly widespread contemporary phenomenon. Very briefly, many moder dialects have a rule inserting an epenthetic
vowel before a sonorant (e.g. -r, -1) consonant. Interestingly, all of Sibawaih's
examples, admittedly only seven in all, have a sonorant, -r, -I or -m as the final
27As with many of his concepts, Sibawaih does not define what he means by pause and
context. The fact that he includes topics among the 'pausal' chapters (see n. 25) which are not
obviously descriptions of pausal phenomenon, e.g. the Assad and Tamimi realization of -shi for ki '2fsg object suffix' (ch. 504), means that a closer look at these concepts in Sibawaih would be
appropriate.
28There are 14 chapters in the page range cited above (chs. 490-504, 507) which deal
exclusively or extensively with pausal forms. There is probably nowhere to be found a more
detailed description of pausal phenomena in Classical Arabic than in Sibawaih.
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consonant. Uncharacteristically, if sonority is indeed a conditioning factor,
Sibawaih does not state a phonological environment in respect of the final
consonant, though he does explicitly note (n, 310.5) that the process does not
occur when a semi-vowel occurs as C2 (e.g. zayd, 'awn). Even if the sonority
condition plays a role in Sibawaih, a difference exists with the moder dialects
where, as will be seen, the rule applies anywhere in a word, not only finally as
in Sibawaih. Certainly the present example potentially represents a more general correspondence between the moder dialects and Sibawaih's treatment of
pausal phenomena than the case discussed in the preceding paragraph. The
correspondence is not complete, however, so there will always be a risk in
drawing definitive conclusions.
In a fourth set of cases correspondences can be drawn between moder
dialects and a variety of pausal alternatives, or even with context forms.
Sibawaih, for example, (ch. 500) says that the pausal form of nominative and
genitive nominals of the formfaliy may be rami#, ramT#or ram#' has thrown '.29
The moder dialects have rami here, or perhaps ramF-the choice between the
short -i or long -t being one of phonological theory-30 but not the pausal
ram. On the other hand, the definite context forms also have -Ty,al-rdmT,so
they could also have been a 'source' for the modem dialectal forms. In this
case correspondences between some of Sibawaih's morphological alternatives
and moder dialects are close to perfect, but still too ambiguous to decide on
a definite correspondence. In this category can be cited instances where it is
Sibawaih's context form which provides the clearest link to the modern dialects.
Such a case is found among the Tamim (ii, 314.14), who in the f. near
demonstrative have hadhih in pause,31but hadhTin context. In moder dialects
hddhi(y) 'this f.' is very common.
Sibawaih's fine-grained descriptions certainly deserve more detailed discussion than there is space for here. I think that the examples are representative
of a general predicament, however; namely that in only rare cases can an
unequivocal connection be drawn between Sibawaih's description of pausal
forms generally, i.e. not only those relating to the treatment of the final case
vowel, and comparable forms in modern dialects. Even when such connections
exist, it is rarely so that they would explain anything but a part of modem
dialectal forms. Similarly, one would like to know why often only certain
Arabs ('some of them', the Qays, Tamim, etc.) have forms analogous to the
modem dialectal ones. Until these problems have been given more serious
attention, I think it over selective to argue that the moder dialects arose from
pausal forms, when the main piece of evidence supporting this position in
Sibawaih would appear to be that one only of four possible ways of pronouncing case vowels in pausal position is by deleting the vowel altogether (jazm,
ch. 394).
Besides interpretive problems of the above kind, there is a more unequivocal
argument against assuming that Classical Arabic pausal forms were the forerunners of the dialectal caseless forms. According to Sibawaih pausal forms
should occur only before pause. He mentions at various points in his discussion
that the peculiarities which he describes for them do not apply to forms in
connected speech (wasl, e.g. n, 302.8, 306.5, 313.18). Dealing as we are with
Carter (1990) suggests that the last form is rare.
The V-final suffixes in the dialects generally have two forms, long before a further suffix,
otherwise short. Which, if either, variant is assumed to be basic is as much a matter of the
linguistic theory one assumes as the historical linguistic perspective one adopts. See also Part II,
section 4.2.
31Though later (n, 322.15), Sibawaih reports from a reliable source that some Arabs have
hadhih as a context form.
29
30
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written texts, there is no way to measure where precisely pauses were placed
in the Classical language, at least not in non-poetic style, which certainly must
be assumed to be the purported model of the modem dialect ancestor. To
arrive at an idea of how frequent pauses actually are in spoken language I
used a corpus of texts which I have collected over the last seven years from
the spoken Arabic of NE Nigeria. The texts are transcribed with a basic
phonetic alphabet and pauses are explicitly marked wherever they occur. Since
this material is computerized it is an easy matter to calculate how many pauses
there are in each text. Table 1 gives basic information from five texts about
the number of pauses relative to the total number of words.32
TABLE1.

Text
no.
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Number of words

Number of pauses

2460
6287
5329
7152
3455

598
956
1264
1325
689

word/pause
ratio
4.11
6.57
4.21
5.39
5.01
5.09

The ratio of 5:1 means that, on average, only one word in five occurs before
a pause. Four words in five do not. Assuming this ratio to be generally
representative of spoken Arabic-lacking further statistics, the present ones
must do-it is clear that most words do not occur in pausal contexts, and by
extrapolation, that in Classical Arabic the non-pausal forms in normal speech
would have considerably outnumbered the pausal. To argue that the modem
dialects grew out of the pausal forms of the Classical language is to say that
forms which are a relatively small minority became the standard for the further
development of the language. This, I think, is a priori unlikely. A popular
refinement on the pausal origin hypothesis is problematic and speculative. This
would have it (e.g. Blau, 1988: 9; Corriente, 1976: 84) that under the influence
of foreign-language learners, even in the Classical language the pausal forms
began to be used for the non-pausal. Strictly speaking the idea is unverifiable;
Sibawaih gives no intimation of such a process, and there are no moder
analogies, in Arabic at least, by which to be guided. In trying to reconstruct
the presumed process, lack of motivation is a stumbling block. Judging by the
complex morphology of modem Arabic dialects, it appears that non-Arabs
learned complex Arabic morphology and phonology and made it into their
native language, apparently with little problem. Why should they have had
such a problem with the cases? Moreover, what was really dropped was short
final vowels, among which were found the cases. Even in the unlikely situation
that the cases were too difficult for non-Arabs to learn, conceptual difficulty
can certainly not be invoked to explain the disappearance of, say the -a from
'ayna 'where'.
The hypothesis which I am developing avoids these mental gymnastics,
since it is (roughly, see Part II, section 5 for a more refined discussion) claimed
that the dialects descend from a variety which never did have case endings.
Before moving on to the moder dialects, I would like to mention one
well-known characterization of Sibawaih, which he treated inter alia among
the pausal forms. This is the opposition between the high vowels i, u vs. the
low vowel -a, in particular the relative stability of the latter against the former.
32All five texts are informal conversations recorded between
Nigerian Arabs.
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Thus the high vowels are deletedin open syllablesin CaCi/uC-Vforms, both
nouns and verbs, e.g. kabid-un- kabd-un'liver', 'adud-un 'addun 'upper arm'
(Ii, 317.17, 320.6), 'alima-'alma 'he knew', 'usira-+'usra 'it was squeezed'
(Ii, 277.22), vs. jamal-un (*jamlun). Similarly, as is well known, when indefinite,

whereasthe high vowel case markers,-u (nom.) and -i (gen.) are deleted in
pause, the low vowel -an (acc.) is lengthenedto -a. It is preciselyin this lack
of symmetrythat one might searchfor the originsof the Arabic case system
(proceedingon the assumptionthat case in Semitic,whereit exists,is innovative). This pausal alterationmay representan older state of affairswhere an
-a(a) suffix (as seen above, representing the unmarked case in Arabic) was

opposedto a barenominalstem (0). The nominativeand genitivevowelsmay
then have developedout of epentheticvowelswhichwereinsertedin particular
contexts.33One can cite the Go'az opposition -a-0 (genitive-0), or even the
Berberconstruct-independent
(unmarked,u-0) state contrastsfor analogous
morpho-syntacticdualitiesin relatedlanguages.
Having developedthe thesis that a caselessvarietyof Arabic is as old or
olderthanone possessingcase, on the basisof the comparativeandphilological
record,it will be the maintask of the secondpartof the paperto bringevidence
to bear on the question from the modem dialects. This will lead to the
developmentof a generalmodel definingthe genesisof case in Arabic.
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